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light, delicate muscles must be so situated as to contract and

dilate the pupil, and lengthen and shorten the axis. That the

eye might be directed to different objects, strong muscles must

be attached to its posterior surface; and that the eyelid might
defend it from injuries in front, a very peculiar muscle must

give it power to close. No less perfect is the adaptation of

the eye to the atmosphere, or, rather, there is a mutual adapta
tion; and it is as propel' to say that the atmosphere is adapted
to the eye, as that the eye is adapted to the atmosphere. In

like manner, there is a striking relation between the eye and
the sun and other heavenly bodies, and between the eye and

day and night; so that we cannot doubt but they were made
for one another. We might, indeed, extend the relations of
the eye to every object in the universe; and the same may be
said of every organ of plants and animals. The adaptation
between them is as wide as creation. And it is the wonderful

harmony between so many millions of objects that makes us
feel that infinite wisdom alone could have produced it.
The design of the multiplied contrivances and adaptations

exhibited by the eye is too obvious to need a formal statement.

Comparatively few understand the wonderful mechanism of the

eye; but we should consider it proof of idiotism, or insanity,
for the weakest mind to doubt what is the object of the eye.
This is, to be sure, a striking example. But out of the many
organs of animals, how few are there of which we do not see
the design! And as the subject is more examined, the few

excepted cases are made still fewer. They are more numerous
in plants, because we cannot so well understand them, and be.
cause of their microscopic littleness. They are so few, how
ever, throughout all nature, that they never produce a doubt
that, for every individual thing in creation, there is a distinct

object. If we confine our views to the most simple parts of
matter, we can see design in them. If we take a wider view,
and examine those minor systems which are produced by the

grouping of the elements of matter, we shall see design there;
and if we rise still higher in our examination, and compare
systems still more extensive, until we group all material things,
wise and beautiful design is still inscribed upon all. In fine,
creation is but a series of harmonies, wheel within wheel, in
countless variety, yet all forming one vast and perfect machine.
Examine nature as widely and as minutely as we may, we nevez
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